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What is the Eldrit Resonance Grade? 

 

1. The Eldrit Resonance Grade has an influence on all characters. The same applies for the effect. 

 However, the Resonance Grade is only available for characters from level 99 and up. 

2. As soon as a character reaches level 99, the previous EXP system switches to the Eldrit Resonance 

Grade system. 

3. Once the respective level reaches the peak value (100%), the Eldrit Resonance Grade increases by 

1 and you receive 'Eldrit Resonance Points (ERP)'. 

 You can reach up to Resonance Grade 999 and the same number of points. 

 Investment and resetting of Eldrit Resonance Points is possible for all characters. 

 

System operating instructions 

 

1. You can use the standard shortcut (^) or press the corresponding button in the character window 

to display the special interface as a pop-up. 

 

 

Quest to enable the Eldrit Resonance Grade 

 

1. Quest start conditions 

 All characters for whom the Eldrit Resonance Grade isn't yet available. 

2. Quest acceptance 

 Automatic acceptance per account 

3. Quest contents 

 

Quest name Quest Type 
Required 

Level 
Quest NPC Condition 

Reward 

Type 
Reward Quantity 

A new 

power! Eldrit 

Resonance! 
Epic quest 99 Camilla 

Defeat the boss monsters of all secret 

dungeons x1 
200x Colle Secret Potion of Alchemy 
1x Collect Eldrit Resonance System 

All 
[CoBo] Writings 

on Eldrit 

Resonance 
1 

 



 

  



Relevant items 

 

1. Writings on Eldrit Resonance 

 The [Eldrit Resonance Grade] button is activated when you use this item. 

 If a character for whom the button is already activated uses this item, a message 

will appear as a pop-up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Will be stored in the [Inventory - Material] tab. You can store 1 piece per slot. 

2. Eldrit Resonance System 

 Material item required for completing 'A new power! Eldrit Resonance!'. 

 Will be stored in the [Inventory - Material] tab. You can store 1 piece per slot. 

 Can be purchased from Aranka for 10,000,000 ED. 

3. Eldrit Resonance Point Reset Coin 

 An item required to reset invested Resonance Points; 1 coin resets 1 point. 

 Will be stored in the [Inventory - Special] tab. You can store 100 pieces per slot. 

4. Eldrit Resonance Point Reset Scroll 

 An item required to reset invested Resonance Points; 1 scroll resets all points in 

any category. 

 Will be stored in the [Inventory - Special] tab. You can store 30 pieces per slot. 

 

Changes to the interface 

When a character reaches level 99, the 'EXP bar' changes to 'Eldrit Resonance Grade'. 

1. EXP bar on the main screen 

2. EXP bar, top right, when completing a dungeon 

3. Message about the EXP received 

4. Main screen, between character level and character name 

5. Character window, when viewing other characters, between level and character name 

 

  

The [Eldrit Resonance Grade] cannot currently be 

used. 
Confir

m 



Resonance Grade window 

 

1. Level 

 Display up to maximum 999 

 You level up every time the Resonance bar reached 100%. 

2. Points that can be invested 

 Display up to maximum 999 

3. Resonance bar (=EXP) 

 Increases either once you've reached level 99 or by doing activities that give you 

EXP. 

 This resets to 0% when you reach 100%, at which point your level and Resonance 

Points increase by 1. 

4. Category 

 Effect and increase or decrease are displayed in the individual categories. 

5. Invest/retrieve points 

 Active if you have Resonance Points. 

 Only applied once you confirm by pressing the OK button. 

6. Number of points invested/Maximum number of points 

 Displays the amount of points invested in the respective categories. 

 You cannot invest more points than the maximum number of points. 

7. Reset 

 Using the Eldrit Resonance Point Reset Scroll retrieves all points in the current 

category (Body, Magic, Support). 

8. Confirm 

 All points that are invested or reset must be confirmed. A corresponding number 

of Eldrit Resonance Point Reset Coins are required to reset Eldrit Resonance Points. 



 


